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“What? His consciousness is still there? That means he is alive! That’s great!”

Richard looked excited.

Happy dancing.

Also specially poured a glass of whiskey to celebrate.

With Xu Zhengjie here, the strength of him and the War Eagle Nation will be greatly enhanced!

“Send some people to find Mr. Xu as soon as possible! Determine his condition! If you need help, help
immediately!”
Richard arranged.

“Understand!”

Immediately, Richard changed his words: “By the way, how are the results of your teams? Find me
quickly! Find them
as soon as they don’t respond!” “Once the Levi Garrison incident is over, We will definitely be
targeted by

Tiance Mansion!” The smile on Richard’s face disappeared.

It seems that the goal of coming to Erudia this time is more important than Xu Zhengjie.

“Mr. Richard, does your brother need us to be rescued?”

someone asked.

“I don’t need it for the time being! Once rescued, I’ll be stunned! As long as Levi is dying, Jefferson
will not be able to take it away at any time?”

Richard had his own plan.

“Okay, let’s try to find Mr. Xu’s location first!”

Several technicians used the instrument to explore the location of Xu Zhengjie.

A few minutes later.

Several people were surprised: “Huh? Why is the consciousness signal gone? Can’t be found? What’s
wrong?”

Even Richard was alarmed.

“What? There are no signs of consciousness? Check it out quickly! Be sure to confirm Xu Zhengjie’s life
and death!”

Everyone was shocked by the situation in front of them.

For a while the consciousness is still there, and for a while the consciousness is gone.

Are you still alive?

At the same time, in a private hospital in Beijing.

Zoey suddenly hugged his head and screamed, if it wasn’t for Wen Lei to help, he would have to fall
from the bed.

“Here again?”

Wen Lei was dumbfounded.

This happened to Zoey for no reason ten minutes ago.

Just calmed down, it came again.

This time, Zoey was going crazy, comparable to the beginning.

In the end, the plums were dyed hard

I fell asleep in pain.

Wen Lei immediately called the doctor to check.

The result of the examination is that the brain is disturbed, but there is nothing abnormal, and I still
need a good rest.

If necessary, you need to inject drugs to let Zoey calm down.

This can happen repeatedly in the future.

Wen Lei felt something was wrong.

There is definitely something wrong with Zoey, but I can’t tell.

I need to call a genius doctor to see Zoey!

Wen Lei immediately used her relationship to invite the genius doctor of the ancient forces.

…

On the other side.

The East Island forces that planned everything are also conspiring.

They will also carry on the final madness!

“We have to speed up! Advance the second plan!”

“First of all, Levi Garrison already knows that someone is impersonating him! He has also played
against him! He already knows our existence, we may be targeted!”

“Secondly , Levi Garrison already knew that someone impersonated him! , Tiance Mansion has already
issued a Tiance order, and Levi Garrison will soon be killed! Tiance Mansion will also be eyeing us at that
time!”

“So while the chaos is still going on, we have to speed up!”

“Understand! Plan ahead!”

…

That’s right.

As soon as the Heaven Policy Order came out, everyone’s attention was on Levi Garrison alone.

No one cares about the others at all!

Next, as long as the position of Levi Garrison is determined, there will be a super power to suppress
him.

Then there was news-the day before yesterday, the second place on the list, such as today’s third in
the list of common killers came out of the mountain.

That day, Levi Garrison tore one of his commoners!

To Commoner Killing God, it is a great insult!

This is not putting him in the eye!

In public and private, Commoner Killing God will come forward for a while and Levi Garrison.

The man who suppressed an era is here!

Levi Garrison returned to the Shenlong base again.

“Huh? The breath of Zoey?”

Levi Garrison was surprised and delighted.

He is sure that Zoey has been here.

“Who?”

Levi Garrison suddenly shouted.

